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By Noelle Nelson

Jaico Publishing House, 2007. Paperback. Condition: New. First edition. In Everyday Miracles, Dr.
Noelle presents 101 vignettes that cut to the heart of common dilemmas and self-defeating
behaviors. She offers distinctive, practical and encouraging ways to resolving problems,
overcoming obstacles, and attaining the pinnacle of personal fulfillment. Through step-by-step
action plans she shows us how to: ? Speak up and transform ?I shouldn?t have to ask? into ?All I
have to do is ask!? ? Stop playing the blame game.and break the ?I?m Sorry? syndrome ? Set limits
without guilt.and redefine failure ? Give and receive with joy ? Take control of destiny ? Change ? for
real Each essay culminates with an illuminating quote from a notable, whether W. Somerset
Maugham, Dr. Robert Schuller, Margaret Young, or Stevie Wonder. Everyday Miracles is an
inspirational book with a difference: concrete tactics to help make personal miracles happen.
Printed Pages: 272.
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is easy in read safer to comprehend. It is actually rally intriguing throgh studying time. I am easily will get a delight of looking at a created
publication.
-- Cla ud Feest-- Cla ud Feest

Extensive guideline! Its this sort of very good go through. I have got read and i am confident that i will gonna read through once more once more in the
future. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Joa na  Cha m plin-- Joa na  Cha m plin
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